Use of angle kappa in myopic photorefractive keratectomy
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Purpose: To explore utilization of the coaxially sighted corneal light reflex (CSCLR) for centration during myopic photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) for patients with relatively high angle kappa (κ) values.

Methods: Patients were stratified into two groups preoperatively, on the basis of angle κ values. Group A was composed of 166 eyes with an angle κ value <5°. Group B consisted of 182 eyes with an angle κ value >5°. Intraoperative centering of ablation was performed within group A by utilizing the pupillary center, and within group B by using the CSCLR. Visual acuities were evaluated and compared at 6 months and 12 months postoperatively between groups.

Results: Mean uncorrected visual acuities (UCVA) for all patients at 6 months and 12 months were −0.073 logMAR and −0.080 logMAR, respectively. A total of 98.9% of patients had a UCVA of 0.00 logMAR (=20/20 Snellen) 12 months postoperatively. There was not a significant between-group difference in regard to residual refractive error at 6 months or 12 months (P=0.53 and P=0.97), or in UCVA at 6 months and 12 months (P=0.76 and P=0.17). There were no subjective complaints of monocular diplopia, glare, or haloes within either group at any time during follow-up.

Conclusion: Availing use of the CSCLR for centration of ablation within myopic patients with high angle κ values may aid in providing better refractive outcomes after performance of PRK.
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Introduction

We would like to share our preliminary report concerning the utilization of angle kappa (κ) during myopic photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) for reducing the incidence of postoperative visual complaints. Angle κ is a measure of the discrepancy between the pupillary axis and visual axis. Using the pupillary axis for determination of centration during refractive surgery can result in misalignment of ablation when angle κ is significantly positive (>5°). Misalignment of ablation can result in postoperative glare, induction of irregular astigmatic error, and diminution of best spectacle corrected visual acuity (BSCVA). Resultantly, attainment of accurate ablation zone centration designates an important objective. Although many excimer laser platforms contain eye-tracking systems for the prevention of such errors, large discrepancies between the pupillary and visual axis within certain patients may still result in imprecise alignment of ablation. While a large angle κ is more commonly associated with hyperopia, a study by Basmak et al found a positive angle κ in 75.8% of myopes. Further, Hashemi et al report that the mean angle κ in myopes is 5.13°±1.5°. Accounting for angle κ through utilization of the coaxially sighted corneal light reflex (CSCLR) during hyperopic refractive surgery appears to represent a more preferable method.
for ensuring accuracy of centration intraoperatively. The synonymously used terms “CSCLR” and “Purkinje reflex” refer to the approximate supposed location of the visual axis; this visual representation therefore denotes a reference point for discerning the center of planned ablation. A study by Chan and Boxer Wachler found that mean decentration in hyperopes was reduced from 0.40±0.24 mm when angle \( \kappa \) was ignored to 0.06±0.18 mm when angle \( \kappa \) was accounted for. Our investigational objective was to comparatively analyze postoperative outcomes between two dissimilar groups in which differing techniques of ablative centration were performed.

Materials and methods
Records of patients who had PRK performed by a single surgeon were reviewed. All operations were done between 2006 and 2008 using a Bausch & Lomb Technolas-217z (Bausch & Lomb Surgical, Inc.) system. The study protocol was approved by the Ethical Committee of Mashhad University of Medical Sciences, Mashhad, Iran, and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Before surgery, a full ophthalmic examination was performed for all patients, including BSCVA, slit-lamp biomicroscopy, Goldmann applanation tonometry, full cycloplegic refraction, manifest refraction, funduscopic examination, and topographic and aberrometric evaluations with the Orbscan II (Bausch & Lomb Surgical) and Zywave aberrometer (Bausch & Lomb), respectively. Regular postoperative examinations were performed following surgery, and results during the 6th month and 12th postoperative months were considered for final statistical analysis. Preoperative angle \( \kappa \) was evaluated and patients were grouped by angle \( \kappa \). Group A comprised 166 eyes with an angle \( \kappa <5^\circ \), and group B contained 182 eyes with an angle \( \kappa >5^\circ \). During the procedure, group A patients, lying in the supine position with head in primary position, were asked to visually fixate on a blinking red target within the device aperture; the procedure was then performed according to the device protocol. Intraprocedurally, patients in group B were also asked to fixate on the red target, which resulted in an observed moderate outward deviation of the eye. The patient was asked to maintain fixation, and the surgeon manually adjusted the patient’s head to center the Purkinje reflex (CSCLR) of the blinking target on the center of the patient’s cornea; PRK was then performed in this new orientation using an identical procedural approach to that which was performed in group A. During each scheduled follow-up, a comprehensive ophthalmological examination was performed, and patients were questioned about occurrence of glare, haloes, and diplopia during all follow-up visits. A single trained ophthalmic technician unaware of group assignment performed all follow-up examinations.

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 11 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Obtained data were considered statistically significant with an obtained \( P \)-value of \(<0.05\). Pearson’s correlation was used to determine correlations between variables. Mean uncorrected visual acuities (UCVA) at 6 months and 12 months were compared between each group using the Student’s \( t \)-test for independent samples.

Results
This study included a total of 348 eyes of 175 patients. There was a total of 123 females (35%) and 225 males (65%), with a mean age of 29.03±9.11 years (range of 19–57 years). Group A contained a total of 166 eyes, and group B contained 182. The two groups did not have any statistically significant difference in preoperative BSCVA or mean age. Mean UCVA for all patients at 6 months and 12 months was \(-0.073\) logMAR and \(-0.080\) logMAR, respectively, and 98.9% of all patients had a UCVA of 0.00 logMAR (Snellen equivalent =20/20) at 12 months; there were no cases of UCVA line loss within either group. Refractive changes after 6 months and 12 months were not related to age (6 months: \( P=0.88 \), \( r=-0.009 \)) (12 months: \( P=0.19 \), \( r=-0.078 \)). Angle \( \kappa \) did not correlate with age, but there was a high correlation with preoperative spherical equivalent, such that eyes with the highest angle \( \kappa \) values also had the highest spherical equivalent values \((P<0.05, r=0.274)\). There was no significant difference between groups in relation to residual refractive error at 6 months or 12 months \((P=0.53 \) and \( P=0.97)\) or in UCVA at 6 months and 12 months \((P=0.76 \) and \( P=0.17)\). Importantly, there were no reports of monocular diplopia, glare, or haloes within either group at 12 months.

Discussion
Pupillary centering represents the predominant method for determination of proper intraoperative orientation, particularly within myopic patients. Patients possessing large angle \( \kappa \) values can appear mildly exotropic while fixating on intraoperative indicators during initial alignment determination, with a resultant higher likelihood of sustaining a nasally decentered ablation. Compensation through lateral rotation of the patient’s head aids in the prevention of this complication, through superimposition of the CSCLR and pupillary center. It has been previously recommended that pupillary center-based ablations result in greater accuracy
of centration when compared with vertex-based ablations. A technique using a reference point midway between the pupillary center and CSCLR for patients with angle κ values >0.2 mm has also been utilized. Within certain patients possessing moderately high angle κ values, pupillary-based centering may be a desirable method, provided that the ablative diameter sufficiently encompasses the degree of visual/pupillary axis offset. While more research is indicated, we believe that by accounting for angle κ, the traditional complications associated with PRK in patients with a large angle κ were prevented. We recommend that all myopic patients be preoperatively evaluated for angle κ, and that any patient with an angle κ >5° receive procedural alterations similar to the technique outlined here.
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